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RESUMEN EJECUTIVO
MARCO TEÓRICO
Para sobrevivir en el contexto complejo y hostil en el que trabajan las organizaciones
en el siglo XXI, la comunicación entre interfaces de procesos debe ser eficiente y
coordinada, para que los tiempos se cumplan, se mejore la calidad y se reduzcan los
costes. Es bien sabido que en las organizaciones la información se intercambia en
todo momento; lo difícil es hacer del proceso de transferencia de conocimiento entre
individuos algo sistematizado y eficiente.
En este proyecto se ha buscado representar dinámicamente la topología de la red
de una organización que trabaja bajo el paradigma Hoshin Kanri. "Hoshin" en
japonés consiste en las dos palabras "ho" que significa "método" y "shin" que significa
"aguja brillante" o "brújula". "Kanri" consiste en “kan” que significa “gestión o control”
y “ri” que significa 'lógica'. De acuerdo con (Diez, Ordieres-Mere, & Nuber, 2015), en
su artículo "The Hoshin Kanri Tree. Cross-Plant Lean Shopfloor Management”, Hoshin
Kanri es "un método de gestión que está incrustado dentro de los procesos de una
organización y en el que los individuos que pertenecen a ella miran en la misma
dirección, comportándose como un árbol", cuyas ramas representan las conexiones
entre los individuos que se alinean de acuerdo con los objetivos de la estrategia de la
empresa.
En las organizaciones actuales numerosos propietarios de procesos (process
owners en adelante) actúan individualmente en complejas redes de flujo de valor por
lo que es convieniente que todos trabajen en la misma dirección. Varios estudios
demuestran que la falta de estandarización de la comunicación interprocesos y el
intercambio de conocimientos pueden llevar a las organizaciones a empeorar su
competitividad (Villalba-Diez y Ordieres-Mere, 2015). Estos problemas podrían ser
reducidos o eliminados si todos los individuos que desarrollan procesos en una
organización, hablaran un lenguaje común al que llamaremos estándar interproceso
o “interprocess standard”.
De esta manera, el objetivo principal del proyecto es dar un paso adelante en la
estandarización de procesos de comunicación dentro de las organizaciones.
Para ello, se desarrollará un sitio web donde los process owners de un sistema
puedan acceder con sus datos, explorar la topología de su organización y procesos y
crear nuevos flujos de información con otros propietarios de procesos. Proporcionando
a estos usuarios herramientas de visualización completas se consigue una
administración de complejidad más efectiva.
Un marco de trabajo protagonista en la estandarización de procesos en los últimos
años ha sido el ciclo PDCA, pero en este trabajo se ha considerado que el ciclo no
contempla el hecho de que las organizaciones son sistemas complejos que están en
constante evolución y cambio, adaptándose a su entorno. Sin embargo, se propone
una reordenación de los cuatro pasos, como sugieren (Villalba-Diez & Ordieres-Mere,
2015), de manera que se trabaje en un ciclo “Check-Plan-Do” n veces, hasta que se
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llegue a la estandarización del proceso: “Act”, quedando por tanto establecido un
ciclo (CPD)nA.
En este sentido, el CPDnA es un marco de comunicación interproceso cuya
función es llevar a cabo la mejora continua del proceso mediante la comunicación
entre un emisor y un receptor de un rendimiento del proceso.
Una comunicación entre procesos puede representarse como un gráfico, donde los
process owners emisor y receptor son nodos y los links son el CPDnA que los une, es
decir, el proceso de comunicación entre ellos. Si unimos todos estos gráficos y
extrapolamos a toda una organización se forma una red.

DISEÑO Y DESARROLLO DE LA PÁGINA WEB
Así, en este proyecto se crea una página web en la que un process owner pueda
acceder a su propio entorno web y ser capaz de administrar sus propios CPDnAs.
Para ello, primero se ha estudiado cómo funciona una página web, la relación servidorcliente y los diferentes lenguajes de programación.

CAPTURA DE PANTALLA DE LA RED HOSHIN KANRI CREADA

Se han empleado herramientas de desarrollo de página web como son:
-

PHP
Javascript y sus librerías
HTML
CSS

Una pieza angular en el trabajo ha sido la creación de una base de datos de process
owners y de CPDnA’s con distintos atributos que se vincula con la página web de
manera que la red y la información sea dinámica.
Algunas de las funcionalidades que se ha conseguido que realice la página web son:
-

Login y registro a un entorno personalizado para el usuario
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-

Visualización de una red y sus cambios en el tiempo mediante un histórico
Búsqueda en la red de CPDnA’s y process owners.
Creación y eliminación de CPDnA’s con la aprobación del process owner
receptor.
Visualizar los datos de los últimos KPIs registrados en los CPDnA’s y la
información de los diferentes process owners.

CONCLUSIONES
Tras la investigación de los diferentes estudios realizados en el campo de la
estandarización de procesos y de redes Hoshin Kanri, se puede declarar que la
estandarización de procesos es un factor clave en la mejora del desempeño de
las actividades de una organización y en el aumento de competitividad. Esta
estandarización se puede realizar a través de un marco común, el CPDnA, que ha
resultado en varios estudios ser exitoso a la hora de mejorar la eficiencia de
organizaciones (Villalba-Diez & Ordieres-Mere, 2015).
Se ha conseguido representar dinámicamente en un entorno web una red compleja
de nodos (process owners) y links (CPDnA) que creemos que es una herramienta
potente y accesible tanto para visualización de datos como para gestión de procesos.

PALABRAS CLAVE
Standarization, interprocess communication, Hoshin Kanri, complexity, network
(estandarización, comunicación interproceso, Hoshin Kanri, complejidad, red)

NOTA BENE: este trabajo se ha redactado en inglés pues está pensado para ser publicado
en una revista internacional.
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Chapter 2: Introduction

2 INTRODUCTION
Today’s companies must face a dynamic, competitive and hostile environment.
Processes are becoming more complex, which makes communication within the
company complex as well (Oliván, 2017). Business process complexity is related to
the “difficulty, uncertainty, and interdependence” associated with the activities of a
business process (Markus Schafermeyer, Rosenkranz, & Holten, 2012).
By way of illustration, in the context of the manufacturing sector, the competitive and
globalized business environment forces manufacturing companies to have to reduce
the costs and times of the product cycle. Throughout the development of complex
products, thousands of requirements are established, communicated, followed up and
verified (Cocco, Cerri, Taisch, & Terzi, 2014).
In order to survive in this complex and hostile context, communication between
process interfaces must be efficient and coordinated, so that the times are met, quality
is improved and costs are reduced (Anupindi et al. 2006).
In the next sections it will be explained: the motivation to develop this work, the goal of
the project and the structure of the document.

2.1 MOTIVATION
To introduce the motivation of this work we will define the concept of standardization,
cornerstone in the work that is presented. Standardization can be defined as “an
activity that people develop based on rules that measure things and whose purpose is
to make disorder something orderly and regular” (Ping, 2011). Besides, we can take
the process definition according to the International Organization for Standardization:
“a set of mutually related or interacting activities, which transform input elements into
results”. A process is determined standardized if each time it is produced, it is develop
optimally and in all the same predefined steps (M Schafermeyer, 2010).
It is well-known that in organizations information is exchanged at all times; the difficult
task is to make of the process of transferring information something systemized and
efficient. These exchanges of information can be between two individuals or from one
source to several and by one or different channels. Consequently, the dissemination
of information is very large and complex (Samsudin, Jalil, & Ibrahim, 2017).
Several studies demonstrate that the lack of standardization of interprocess
communication and knowledge sharing, can lead organizations to worsen their
competitiveness (Villalba-Diez & Ordieres-Mere, 2015). Hence, it is imperative that
managers and process managers are involved and are aware that misinformation
problems exist (Samsudin, Jalil, & Ibrahim, 2017). Nevertheless, these problems could
be reduced or removed if all the individuals that form an organization speak a common
language when developing a process. Aforesaid language could be called
"interprocess standard" (Villalba-Diez & Ordieres-Mere, 2015).
As indicated in the studies of (Markus Schafermeyer et al., 2012), to enhance
standardization efforts in order to ensure standardization success, might be a possible
strategy. Therefore, the motivation of this work is to create a web tool that facilitates
Universidad Politécnica de Madrid
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the general visualization of a network in an organization and the registrations of the
communications between members of that organization, in such a way, that one step
forward is made to achieve the standardization of interprocess communication. We are
living in the era of Internet and technology thus the creation of a website for managing
information is believed to be convenient and accesible because offers information in
real time and within reach of the users hand.

2.2 PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The goal of this project is to represent dynamically the topology of the network of an
organization working under Hoshin Kanri paradigm, concept that will be explained
later. The aim is to create a website where process owners can access with their data,
explore the topology of their organization and create new flows of information with other
process owners. By providing management with comprehensive visualization tools, a
more effective complexity management ought to be possible.

2.3 PROJECT STRUCTURE
This project has been divided into six blocks:
I.

The State of the Art in which is explained what research has been done on the
standardization of interprocess communication and Hoshin Kanri before.

II.

The methodology used for the creation of the web page. This section will
discuss how the served-client relationship is executed, the layers of a web
model and the programming languages used.

III.

Functional design. This section will explain the process of designing the
website without programming, that is, in a conceptual way.

IV.

The web functionalities. It will be explained by code and screen captures what
functionality has the web page we have created.

V.

The conclusions and future lines. The conclusions drawn from the
development of the website and the research carried out in the State of Art will
be presented.

VI.

Planning and budgeting. The stages of the project, the division of the work
and the budget that the project has carried.
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3 STATE OF ART
It seems relevant to introduce the concept of “Hoshin” that in japanese consists of
the two words ‘ho’ meaning ‘method’ and ‘shin’ meaning ‘shiny needle’ or ‘compass’.
“Kanri” consists of ‘kan’ meaning ‘management or control’ and ‘ri’ meaning ‘logic’
(Bourne & Walker, 2008). According to (Diez, Ordieres-Mere, & Nuber, 2015) in their
paper "The Hoshin Kanri Tree. Cross-Plant Lean Shopfloor Management”, Hoshin
Kanri is "a management method that is embedded within the processes of an
organization, will get all the individuals belonging to it to look in the same direction,
behaving like a" tree ", whose branches represent the connections among individuals
and that are aligned according to the strategy goals of the company. The authors
consider in the paper mentioned above, that in an organizational environment, process
owners act within a complex value stream network (VSN) and that all must be
coordinated to walk in a "common direction (Hoshin)" that follows organization
strategy (Diez & Ordieres-Meré et al., 2015). As explained by the scholars (Tiba &
Nairobi, 2016) Hoshin Kanri is a fundamental pillar for the organizations so that
objectives can be accomplished. In addition, it is a mechanism through which the
quality is achieved at all levels of the company.
Therefore, in our context has appeared the term “complex”. According to (Schuh,
Potente, Varandani, & Schmitz, 2013) & (Malik, F.,2002) complex refers to certain
elements that are identified as “difficult, nontransparent and incomprehensible”. What
these elements have in common is a wide variety of very different properties and
behaviors as well as a great ambiguity. It is interesting the difference that (Beishon,
J., 1980) makes between two types of complexity. One is the structural complexity
defined by the variety of elements of a system and the numerous relationships between
them and functional complexity, which describes “how complexity is handled by that
system”.
Other scholars, also with the aim of understanding complexity in systems, add to
Beishon's, a new type: organizational. The entities that can show complexity are:
systems, projects, environments and cognitions (Sheard, S., 2010) & (Salado &
Nilchiani, 2014). System complexity is recognized as an “inherent property of various
entities around a system context”, but not only owned by the system itself. (Salado &
Nilchiani, 2014)

(Salado & Nilchiani, 2014)
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The intuition may say that, being the most complex companies today, the
standardization processes should be too. However, a study by (Markus Schafermeyer
et al., 2012) found that allocating more resources and efforts to make standardization
a complex system, does not improve process efficiency, but contributes to increasing
negative effects of complexity such as rise in costs of coordination and a decrease in
the performance of the organizations (Hanisch & Wald, 2014).
In recent years, research has been done on how new organizational systems should
be able to advance in the fast organizational environment we live in today. We look for
systems that have great flexibility and adaptability to the changes (Gamboa
Quintanilla, Cardin, L’Anton, & Castagna, 2016).
When we encounter such complex organizations that organize according to value
streams, concept that will be explained later, knowledge sharing is key to improving
the flow of information between them. Knowledge sharing refers to “the provision of
task information and know-how to help others and to collaborate with others to solve
problems, develop new ideas, or implement policies or procedures” (Wang & Noe,
2010). In this way, organizations need to improve and enhance the knowledgebased resources that already exist within the organization. (Wang & Noe, 2010)
The concept of value stream is defined by (Womack, J.P. and Jones D.T., 2003) as
a “sequence of activities required to design, produce and provide a specific good or
service, and along which information, materials and worth flows” (Diez & OrdieresMeré et al., 2015). A study conducted by (Schuh et al., 2013) indicates that in an
organizational environment it is necessary to deal with the increase of complexity of
the value stream networks.
Numerous process owners act individually in these complex value stream networks,
so it is considered necessary that all are aligned to meet the strategic objectives
that have been set by the organization, looking all in the same direction (Hoshin) (Diez
& Ordieres-Meré et al., 2015). In this sense, process owners must take into account
both their local information and the business strategy when managing and making
decisions in their processes.
These networks generate, through methods of continuous improvement, a
considerable number of time dependent discrete datasets that need to be represented
depending on the specific process owner, in real time basis so as to ensure proper
management decisions and strategic adjustment.
Modeling information flows in networks is a difficult task for many today's
manufacturing companies. One way to deal with it is: “organize and coordinate
processes, eliminate redundant information flows and processes, minimize the
duplication of information and manage the sharing of intra- and interorganizational
information.” (Durugbo, Tiwari, & Alcock, 2013)
A few years ago, scholars (Schuh et al., 2013) presented a model to optimize the
complexity of production networks to improve process efficiency. It is also indicated
that, to carry out this work, computer tools are needed that can simulate different
scenarios.
As stated in “ISO.org”, the PDCA cycle is a “tool that can be used to manage
processes and systems”. The acronym stands for Plan (what to do and how to do it),
Do (implement what was projected), Check (monitor results) and Act (take actions).
Irene de María Yuste
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The PDCA cycle has been used as a fundamental principle of quality improvement
strategy for decades. However, engineering doctors (Villalba-Diez & Ordieres-Mere,
2015) propose in their paper “Improving Manufacturing Performance by
Standardization of Interprocess Communication” a reordering of the classic Plan,
Do, Check, Act.
They consider that the PDCA cycle as we know it, does not consider the fact that
organizations are complex systems that are constantly evolving and changing,
adapting to their environment. The reason for this is that one action in one process can
affect many others and change them.
The first phase would be Check, in which it would be determined a process key
performance indicator (KPI) in order to improve its value. It is relevant that the sender
process owner (PO) can explain to the receiver PO why this KPI is necessary for
achieve success. The KPI would be measured. Second, there would be a Plan phase
in which "active learning happens". This phase is meaningful in this project, as it is
where the map of communications is determined and designed.Then, during the Do or
Action phase, actions would be taken to make changes that would improve processes.
These three steps would be repeated indefinitely until the Act or Anchor Learning
or Standardization phase happens, where true transformation occurs. “After reaching
a plateau in the KPI, the knowledge developed throughout process management is
anchored into a Standard.” If the actions have become real, then the determined KPI
will have improved and become a new standard.
So, the method they propose “is not PDCA but C-P-D-C-P-D-C- . . . -A; therefore, it will
be designated by (CPD)nA.”(Villalba-Diez & Ordieres-Mere, 2015)
As indicated in the studies, (CPD)nA is an interprocess communication framework
whose function is to undertake continuous process improvement through
communication between a sender and receiver of a process performance. An
interprocess communication can be represented as a graph, where the PO sender
and receiver are nodes and the links are the CPDnA that unites them. If we add all
these graphs and extrapolate to an entire organization a network is formed. These
communications have only one source (PO sender) and one sink (PO receiver). In
such a way that a KPI can be measured from different points of view which is
something that creates value in the process.
The article develops a mathematical algorithm for manufacturing environments that is
applied to a case study of a Japanese company. The degree of involvement of the
interprocess standarization system through CPDnA's in the operational process is
therefore studied. It demonstrates the close relationship that operational management
has with the connectivity of a company's network.
Their proposal has as cornerstone the responsibility that all process owners have
over their processes. That is, everyone in the organization, whoever it may be, must
be responsible for managing its own processes to improve them and bring them to
efficiency. In order for the proposed methodology to work, all participants must be
made aware of it and involved in continuous improvement. In this way, a feedback from
the CPDnA receiver must be communicated to the sender.
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3-1 CPDNA SCHEME

It is proposed that in order to improve the sending-receipt process of CPDnA, an
organization support will be necessary, in a way that facilitates the needed resources
for this process to be of quality and efficient. Two sole pillars are introduced on which
this model is held: the will to continually better and enhance the process and “an
understanding of the current state of the processes at stake” (Villalba-Diez & OrdieresMere, 2015).
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4 METHODOLOGY
As mentioned before, the objective of this project is to create a web page in which a
Proccess Owner can access to his own web environment and be able to manage his
own CPDnAs. To do this, we must first understand how a web page works, the serverclient relationship and the different programming languages that will be used.

4.1 WEB ARCHITECTURE
Our project will consist on the development of a web application which will be stored
in a server to which various clients who will be able to make requests from any place
and device with access to the internet. For this, it is essential to implement a client /
server architecture. It is important first to define the architecture since this will be the
ine that will delimit the technologies available for the development of our application.
A client / server architecture is a model for the information development systems in
which the transactions are divided into “independent processes that cooperate with
each other to exchange information, services or resources” (Cabello, 2015). We call
the client the process that requests the resources and server to the process that
responds to the requests. In this model, the applications are divided in such a way that
the server contains the part that must be shared by several users, and in client
containes only the particular space of each user (Cabello, 2015).
The client initiates the request or requests, waits and receives the responses from the
server and interacts with the end users through a graphical interface. The server at
startup waits for customer requests to arrive and upon processing receives them and
then sends the result to the client. In addition, web applications are modeled in what is
known as a layer model; each layer represents an element that processes or treats
information.
We have chosen to use the three-layer model which was designed to overcome the
limitations of the two-layer model and differs from this in the inclusion of an
intermediate layer called the process layer (Marz, 2015). Between the presentation
layer and the data, the processes can be handled separately from the user interface
and data, which makes administration more simple and independent.
The layers of this model are:


Presentation layer which is part of the client and the server and is
responsible for collecting the information of the user and send it to the
server. It sends the information to the process layer for processing. It
receives the results, generates its presentation and visualizes it to the
user.



The process layer is located on the web server. In this layer the client
requests are received from the presentation layer and it processes the
data and interacts with the data layer to perform the indicated operations.
Finally, sends the results already processed to the presentation box.
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The data layer is located on the data server and is responsible for storing
the data that will be recovered, modified or deleted.

4.2 CODE FOR PROGRAMMING
If we look at the languages or technologies that are around the web developments we
could do a classification that includes: HTML, CSS, databases, servers, client-side
programming languages (e.g. Javascript) and programming languages on the side of
the server (for example PHP). All of these technologies will be developed throughout
the project.
HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) is the set of markup symbols or codes inserted
in a file intended for display on a World Wide Web browser page. The markup tells the
Web browser how to display a Web page's words and images for the user. Each
individual markup code is referred to as a “tag”. That is, html is the static content of the
website (a picture, a text, etc.). In particular, the html code in this project has been
embedded in the PHP files. This will be explained and demonstrated later.
CSS stands for Cascading Style Sheet and is used by web pages to help keep
information in the proper display format. CSS is not a programming code itself. CSS
helps defining font, size, color, spacing, border and distribution of HTML content on a
web page. In this work we have create a separate file with "classes" of CSS. This is a
good practice because we will be able to use a format multiple times without having to
repeat the code all the time. For example, if we want all buttons on the web page to
have a certain format, we will define a class in the css file and declare the button
include that class.
The Javascript programming language allows one to display all dynamic content on
the screen: interactive maps, 2D and 3D graphics, etc. In our project, we will be
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representing the Hoshin Kanri network through this language, with the support of the
visjs library of which we will explain later.

PHP is the acronym for Hypertext Preprocessor. With the PHP code we can “make
things happen”. Using this code it is possible to create functions that perform actions.
For example, the connection to the database, which will be seen later, is done through
with this code.The PHP code is enclosed between the start and end tags <? and ?>.
In this way, we can open and close the "PHP mode".
What distinguishes PHP from something of the client side as Javascript is that the code
is executed on the server, generating HTML and sending it to the client. The client will
receive the result of executing the script, although the underlying code will not be
known.

VIS.JS is a dynamic, browser based visualization library. The library is designed to
handle large amounts of dynamic data and to enable manipulation of and interaction
with the data. It will be the library we will use to represent the Hoshin Kanri network.
Within it, the nodes will be the Process Owners and the links will be the CPDnA's.
As it is showed in the picture, nodes and links can be designed with all kinds of
colors, shapes and formats. It is possible to represent static networks, interactive
networks, graphics in 2d, 3d and everything that the imagination and the code lets
one do.
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VIS.JS

4.3 DATABASE
PhpMyAdmin is a free software tool written in PHP, intended to handle the
administration of MySQL over the Web. This software allows the user to create
databases that contain tables. It serves as support for most MySQL features. Once
you have logged in with a user and password you can create table structures, that is,
define columns, enter data, modify them, etc. and also make queries.
It also permits the user to import CSV and SQL files and export the databases to all
kinds of formats: CSV, SQL, XML, PDF, ISO/IEC 26300…
In this project, the database we are using is called “HK” acronym of “Hoshin Kanri” and
the tables are the ones shown in the picture, which will take center stage when
designing the website.
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5 FUNCTIONAL DESIGN
This section serves as a link between the theoretical and the technical aspects of the
project. It seeks to identify which problems exist in the standardization of
interprocess communication and, based on the objective of the work, looks for a web
design that can solve some of them.
Before programming, a design phase is required “outside the computer”, so we
can plan what we want the web to do and how it can be designed in a way that is
manageable and intuitive for the user.
As discussed above, the process owner is responsible for its own processes and it is
not possible to share that responsibility with others. Thus, we look for a web
environment in which a process owner can be identified in a tailored system for them.
In this way, it is proposed the creation of a tool that accesses a database where all the
stored process owners are located and can enter a personalized environment.
Also, we are looking for a web page that will help standardize interprocess
communication in a complex network formed by process owners and also create a
CPDnA among them. In order to be easy to access and display this complex network,
we aim to represent it graphically, being the nodes the process owners and the
CPDnAs the links. This functionality will give perspective to the process owners of all
the processes for which is responsible because it will be possible to see them "in a
nutshell.
In order for a process owner to be able to see the evolution of the network, we aim to
be able to create a historic so that the user can see the different changes in the
processes that have undergone over time.

Our goal is also that the CPDnAs materialize, so that they can be registered, created
and eliminated, for all process owners in the same way. Standardization requires that
all processes are always done in the same way, so if we establish a procedure to create
the CPDnAs, we will be advancing in the process of standardization.
Therefore, prior to the development of the website, a flow chart to create a CPDnA was
proposed with the functionalities of the website.
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FUNCTIONAL DESIGN - CREATION OF A CPDNA
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6 DATA STRUCTURE
In this section are explained the tables contained in the “HK” database required for the
development of the website.

6.1 PROCESS OWNER TABLE
The table we have named “process_owner” contains nine attributes. The ID, which
will be exclusive, that is, no other process owner will have one equal. The
User_Name and User_Password that will serve to start session in the web page.
Their Process Owner Number (Name) and Email which will be the attributes that will
appear in view of the other process owner so they can establish contact if desired.
The Creation Date of the user or the registration date. Finally the Hierarchy Level,
that representes the Value Stream, will take a value of 1, 2 or 3.

The collation that has been chosen is the one that contains the characters of the
Spanish language: utf8_spanish_ci. Each of the atributes has a “Type” of data. That
is, an entire number, a string of characters, etc. In the next picture the type of each
atribute are demonstrated:
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6.1.1 ENCRYPTED PASSWORD
To improve the security of the web page and to make impossible to see other
passwords from the database, a functionality has been created to encrypt the
password, as it appears in the database captures.
When the user registers and enters the password, it will be stored in the database of
"Process owners" in an encrypted way with this function:

$User_Password_hashed = password_hash($User_Password,
PASSWORD_BCRYPT, array('cost' => 12));
$Today = date("Y-m-d");
$sql= "INSERT INTO process_owner (User_Name, User_Password, Name,
Email, Hierarchy_Level, Creation_Date) VALUES ('$User_Name',
'$User_Password_hashed','$Name','$Email','$Hierarchy_Level',
$Today)";

When the user logs in, the function itself decrypts the password and compares it with
the one entered in the access form with the function “password_verify”:
if ($row && (password_verify($Password, $row['User_Password']))) {
session_start();
$_SESSION['user'] = $row['Id'];
header("Location: http://localhost/irenedm/index.php");
exit();
} else {
header("Location: http://localhost/irenedm/login.php");
exit();

Nowadays, we are living increasing Internet attacks both to individuals and at
worldwide levels that violate the privacy and the personal information. Therefore,
everything that we do to improve the security in the web will be convenient.

6.2 CPDnA TABLE
For the table named "cpdna" we have declared thirteen attributes. The ID of the CPDnA
which, as for process owners, is unique to each CPDnA. The Name and Description.
The ID of the process owner from which it leaves: Source_ID and to which it arrives:
Sink_ID. The creation date and the ID of the PO that created it. The Link Type, the
CPDnA Status (created, approved, deleted) and the PO ID that removed it. The
Periodicty is an attribute thought for future lines where information about the
frequencies of communication will be stored.
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In the next picture it is presented the type of data that has been asigned to each
atributte and if the Default Value has been declared to any of them as NULL.
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7 WEB FEATURES
Next, we will describe the web page object of this work according to its functionalities
and possibilities.

7.1 GENERAL ARCHITECTURE
The website has been structured into four blocks:


Php files that perform functions
This functions will be fired when an action is needed to happen. The connection
to the SQL database, the appearance of another page, a log out, etc.



Php files that contain each separate page with embedded html and
javascript content
These archives have the elements that will be seen in the website such as
pictures, text or the graphic network



CSS content
The format of the text and the design of the web will be set in a .css file apart
from the rest of files.



Index.php
This is a special php file. Except from the login, all pages will be born from
this page. What we have achieved by creating this file is that the buttons and
the title and the bottom of the website are kept intact even though we navigate
through the rest of the pages, in other words, are common to all the pages.
// Here ends the common header of the website
</header>
------------------------------------------<div id="contentDiv">
<?php pageContent(); ?>
</div>
-------------------------------------------// Here starts the common footer of the website
<footer><small>&copy;<?php echo date('Y'); ?> <?php
siteName(); ?>. All rights reserved.</small></footer>

The pageContent() is a function taken from another php file which displays
page content. It takes the data from the static pages inside the pages/
directory. When not found, displays the 404 error page:
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function pageContent()
{
$page = isset($_GET['page']) ? $_GET['page'] : 'home';
$path = getcwd().'/pages/'.$page.'.php';
if (file_exists($path)) {
include $path;
} else {
include 'pages/404.php';
}
}

7.2 USERS MANAGER
7.2.1 LOGIN
When open the web page we find a Log-in.
The Process Owner will enter his/her Username and Password to access their web
environment. Within the application, the information represented will depend on the
logged-in user.

For this feature we have used two php files. First, the one that contains the html code
and the form:
</head>
<body class="login">
<div class="box_login">
<img src="img/captura.png" id="icon">
<h1>User identification<br></h1>
<form action="php/login_function.php" method="post">
<input type="text" placeholder='UserName'
name="UserName"><br><br>
<input type="password" placeholder='Password'
name="Password"><br><br>
<input type="submit" class="btn btn-primary"
style="width:150px" name="insert" role="button" value="Sign in">
</form>
<hr>
<a class="btn btn-warning" href="/irenedm/sign-up.php"
role="button">Register</a>
</div>
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Second, the file that has the login function, that connects to the SQL database, runs
every row of the table in phpMyadmin where the information of the Process Owners
reside and makes the connection to the table.
<?php require 'database_conection.php'; ?>
<?php
// We collect the values of the forms to save them in variables of
our environment
$UserName = isset($_POST['UserName']) ? $_POST['UserName'] : '';
$Password = isset($_POST['Password']) ? $_POST['Password'] : '';
// Assign the query as a text string to a variable
$sql= "SELECT Id, User_Name, User_Password FROM process_owner
WHERE User_Name = '$UserName'";
if ($result = $conn->query($sql)) {
$row = $result->fetch_assoc();
if ($row && (password_verify($Password,
$row['User_Password']))) {
session_start();
$_SESSION['user'] = $row['Id'];
header("Location: http://localhost/irenedm/index.php");
/* Redirect browser */
exit();
} else {
header("Location: http://localhost/irenedm/login.php");
/* Redirect browser */
exit();
}
}else{
echo "Failed to perform communication. Contact your system
administrator";
}
?>

The first line of the code requires that the database connection is correctly made. It
will appear in several files of the web page so we decided to code it in a separate file:
<?php require 'database_conection.php'; ?>

The file content is:
<?php
// Create connection
$conn = new mysqli("localhost", "irenedm", "HK2016", HK");
// Check connection
if ($conn->connect_error) {
die("Connection failed: " . $conn->connect_error);
}
$conn->set_charset("utf8");
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Where ‘HK’ is the name of the database.
The first screen that appears when entering is the Start screen. This screen can be
used, for example, to explain the operation of the web, company policies or a brief
introduction.

Up to the right is the Log-out buttons to exit the session:

When clicking the button it redirects to a new file that contains a “session destroy” that
makes the session ended, so there is no possible to navigate the website without a
previous login.
<?php
session_start();
session_destroy();
header("Location: http://localhost/irenedm/login.php"); /*
Redirect browser */
exit();?>

Furthermore, if the session is not started, the user cannot enter manually another URL
different from the login and enter. He will be redirected to the login until the session is
active. The code logic is placed in the first lines of “index.php”.

<?php
session_start();
echo $_SESSION['user'];
if(!isset($_SESSION['user'])){
echo $_SESSION['user'];
$path = 'Location: http://localhost/irenedm/login.php';
header($path); exit; } ?>
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7.2.2 REGISTRATION

When we click on the “Register” button on the login page, a page will open with a form
for a process owner to create a new user to access the web page.
<?php
$User_Name = isset($_POST['UserName']) ? $_POST['UserName'] : '';
$User_Password = isset($_POST['Password']) ? $_POST['Password'] : '';
$Name = isset($_POST['Name']) ? $_POST['Name'] : '';
$Email = isset($_POST['EMail']) ? $_POST['EMail'] : '';
$Hierarchy_Level = isset($_POST['Value_Stream']) ?
$_POST['Value_Stream'] : '';

A function collects all this data and, through an INSTERT INTO query in mySQL, it
inserts the information in the table where all the process owners are listed, including
the date of creation of the user.
$sql= "INSERT INTO process_owner (User_Name, User_Password, Name,
Email, Hierarchy_Level, Creation_Date) VALUES ('$User_Name',
'$User_Password_hashed','$Name','$Email','$Hierarchy_Level', $Today)"
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7.2.3 PROCESS OWNER SETTINGS
The "Settings" button within which the PO can modify the account profile (name, mail,
username and password):

The page "po_Setting.php" is what is displayed in the image that contains a form:
<form action="php/update_po_settings.php" method="post"
autocomplete="off">
<div style="margin-left: 30%">
Name:
<input type="text" name="Name"
required value="<?php echo $row["Name"];?>"><br><br>
Email:
<input type="text" name="EMail"
required value="<?php echo $row["Email"];?>"><br><br>
Username:
<input type="text" name="UserName"
required readonly value="<?php echo $row["User_Name"];?>"><br><br>
Password:
<input type="text" name="Password"
required value="<?php echo $row["User_Password"];?>"><br><br>
Value Stream:
<input type="text"
name="Value_Stream" required value="<?php echo
$row["Hierarchy_Level"];?>"><br><br>
</div>
<div style="text-align:center">
<button name="insert" type="submit"
value="Modificar">Modify</button>
</div>
</form>
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In another page it is the program that loads the data in the database in case of
modification: "update_setting.php".
Pressing the "Modify" button calls the program, retrieves values from the form and
modifies the database with an UPDATE:
$sql= "UPDATE process_owner SET Hierarchy_Level = $Hierarchy_Level,
User_Password = $User_Password, Name = '$Name', Email = '$Email'
WHERE Id = $iduser";
// We perform the insertion query on the database verifying that it
is successful
if ($conn->query($sql) === TRUE) {
echo "PO settings succesfully updated<br/><br/>";

If the load has been successful, it is redirected to a page "update_correcto.php" that
contains a button to return to the settings:
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7.3

NETWORK REPRESENTATION

When clicking the “Hoshin Kanri Forest Network” butto, the network of nodes
throughout the organization is displayed. The nodes are the Process Owners, the
CPDnAs links between two of them and the arrow goes from the PO sender to the PO
receiver.
The network information shows the CPDnA's that are accepted by the PO with which
the CPDnA is opened.

As has been mentioned on previous occasions, this network has been created through
a visjs library. What is done is connect to the database of the process owners and
declare them as nodes and declare the CPDnAs as edges.
This code being more complex is attached in Annex I.
To create the network, change the data to visjs format and initialize the network the
following statements are made:
// create a network
var container = document.getElementById('mynetwork');
// provide
var data =
nodes:
edges:
};

the data in the vis format
{
nodes,
edges

// initialize your network!
var network = new vis.Network(container, data, options);
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7.3.1 SEARCH FOR A PROCESS OWNER IN THE NETWORK
It is possible to search both PO and CPDnA in the the Hoshin Kanri Forest network.
I have created two tabs that record the existing POs and CPDnA's. An example for the
PO tab:
<div id="menu_lateral">
PO:
<select name='select1' onchange="selectNode(this)" autofocus
required>
<option value="">select a PO</option>
<?php
$query = "SELECT * FROM process_owner";
$result = $conn->query($query);
while ($row = mysqli_fetch_array($result)) {
$id=
$row['Id'];
$po=
$row['Name'];
echo '<option value="'.$id.'">'.$po.'</option>';}
?>
</select>
</div>

Then the node id is kept in an empty vector and we have it selected with the following
function:
function selectNode(optionId) {
var nodeId = optionId.value;
var vector = [];
vector.push(nodeId);
network.selectNodes(vector); }

The same structure is used with CPDnA but for the "edges" instead of the “nodes”.
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7.3.2 BASIC INFORMATION APPEARANCE
Using the "click" event of the vis.js library, first with an if / else it is detected if it is a
node or link and using the document.getElementById ('eventSpan') functionality, we
collect the parameters we have declared from the nodes and links and we print them
on the screen.
network.on("click", function (properties) {
if (properties.nodes.length === 1) {
var node = nodes.get(properties.nodes[0]);
var id = node.id;
var title = node.email;
var valuestream= node.vs;
document.getElementById('eventSpan').innerHTML =
'<h2>

PO Information </h2>' +

'<p> Id:

' + id + '</p>' +

'<p> Email:

' + title + '</p>' +

'<p> Value Stream: ' + valuestream + '</p>' ;
}else{
var edge = edges.get(properties.edges[0]);
var id = edge.id;
var source = edge.source;
var sink = edge.sink;
document.getElementById('eventSpan').innerHTML =
'<h2>CPDnA Information </h2>' +
'<p>
CPDnA number: ' + id + '</p>' ;
};
});

We get the most important PO and CPDnA's properties on the screen.
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7.3.3 COLOR FOR THE DIFFERENT VALUE STREAM
Depending on the Value Stream Value of the PO, it will appear in a different shape
and color. Going through our SQL table, we create the condition that depending on
the Value Stream, come out one way or another:
while ($row = mysqli_fetch_array($result)) {
$id =
$row['Id'];
$label =
$row['Name'];
$email =
$row['Email'];
$vs = $row['Hierarchy_Level'];
if (++$counter != $numResults) {
if ($vs == 1) { echo '{id: '.$id.', label: "'.$label.'", email:
"'.$email.'", vs: "'.$vs.'", color: "#1e90ff"}, '; }
else if ($vs == 2) { echo '{id: '.$id.', label: "'.$label.'",email:
"'.$email.'", vs: "'.$vs.'", color: "rgb(255,168,7)"}, '; }
else if ($vs == 3) { echo '{id: '.$id.', label: "'.$label.'", email:
"'.$email.'",vs: "'.$vs.'", color: "#e14182"}, '; }

Using the last loop, while collecting all the rows in the SQL table, it detects which value
stream has the Process Owner (1, 2 or 3) and changes the color of the node. The view
is shown in the previous images.

7.3.4 DETAILED NAVIGATION FOR CPDnA AND PROCESS OWNERS
To better the navigation of the web, it was designed a function that, when double
clicking a node (PO) the user is redirected to a page where it will appear the basic
information of that PO (name, email and value stream), the CPDnAs of the PO and
the last KPI registered in each CPDnA.

network.on( 'doubleClick', function(properties) {
if (properties.nodes.length === 1) {
var node = nodes.get(properties.nodes[0]);
var id = node.id;
var url_base = '/irenedm/index.php?page=po_consulta&id=';
}
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As a continuation of the previous loop, when double clicking a CPDnA the user is
redirected to a page where it appears all the information about that CPDnA in
particular: the name, description, PO sender, PO receiver and the creation date.
else{ var edge = edges.get(properties.edges[0]);
var id = edge.id;
var url_base = '/irenedm/index.php?page=cpdna_consulta&id=';};
var url = url_base.concat(id);window.location.href = url;});
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7.3.5 HISTORICAL NETWORK
In order for a process owner to see the evolution of the network, a functionality has
been created to see the different changes it has undergone over time. In the following
images it can be seen how, by changing the "Visualization date" in the side menu on
the right, it is possible to see the changes in the network (CPDnAs or POs have been
created or deleted).
In this example it is observed that between the date of July 17 and July 18 a new
CPDnA was created between process owner 4 and 12.
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The date that the user has chosen to view the network is taken from the side menu:
Visualization date:
<input type="date" name="date"
onchange="loadPageWithDateFilter(this,)" value="<?php echo
$date?>"><br><br>

It is called The loadPageWithDateFilter(date)function is called, which concatenates
the chosen date to the URL, so that there is one for each date.
function loadPageWithDateFilter(date) {
var dateValue = date.value;
var str1 = "/irenedm/index.php?page=modelos&date=";
var res = str1.concat(dateValue);
window.location.href = res;
}

Then, the code picks the date that comes by URL and if not, takes the date of today.
The last statement removes the hyphens from the date format so that php can
recognize it.
<?php require 'php/database_conection.php';
$date = isset($_GET['date']) ? $_GET['date'] : date("Y-m-d");
$dateAux = str_replace("-","",$date);
?>

Process owners and CPDnA that were created before the chosen date will appear in
the network display box, but not deleted the ones before this date. A conditional
statement is created to perform this action.

var nodes = new vis.DataSet([
<?php
$query = "SELECT * FROM process_owner
WHERE
Id IN (SELECT Source_Id FROM cpdna) OR
Id IN (SELECT Sink_Id FROM cpdna) AND
Creation_Date < $dateAux AND
(Elimination_Date > $dateAux OR
Elimination_Date IS NULL)" ;

It proceeds in the same way to show the edges.
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7.4

“MY PROCESS OWNER PROFILE” MANAGER

7.4.1 CPDNA CREATION
If the user wants to create a new CPDnA, then it must enter "My CPDnA's" button at
the top.
On this page the user will find a list of the active CPDnA’s with other POs and the last
registered KPI.
This table was created by html as indicated below and is refered to the "cpdna" table
in our "HK" database.

$sql= "SELECT * FROM cpdna WHERE (Source_Id = $id OR Sink_Id = $id)
AND State = 1";
$result = $conn->query($sql);
// if there are rows returned in our query...
if ($result->num_rows > 0) {
// … we print each row
echo
"<table><tr><th>Description</th><th>Source</th><th>Sink</th><th>Kpi</
th><th>Date</th><th>Options</th></tr>";
// output data of each row
while($row = $result->fetch_assoc()) {
$auxIdSource = $row["Source_Id"];
$auxIdSink = $row["Sink_Id"];
$querySource = "SELECT * FROM process_owner WHERE
Id = $auxIdSource";
$querySink = "SELECT * FROM process_owner WHERE
Id = $auxIdSink";
$resultSource = $conn->query($querySource);
$nameSource = $resultSource->fetch_assoc();
$auxNameSource = $nameSource["Name"];
$resultSink = $conn->query($querySink);
$nameSink = $resultSink->fetch_assoc();
$auxNameSink = $nameSink["Name"];

We create links to the CPDnA when clicking the Description and to the PO information
both sender and receiver. Shown below there is an example for the link to the CPDnA
description:
echo '<tr><td><a
href="/irenedm/index.php?page=cpdna_consulta&id='.$row["Id"].'"
>'.$row["Description"].'</td><td><a
}

In this way, the screen will appear like this:
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To create a new CPDnA, the Process Owner will only need to click the “+” button.
The user will need to fill the form that appears, including the PO sink.

A new row will be insert in table where all the CPDnA’s are registered:
$sql= "INSERT INTO cpdna (Name, Source_Id, Sink_Id,Creation_Date,
Creator_Id,Description) VALUES ('$Name',
'$Source','$Sink','$Date','$Creator','$Description')";
// We perform the insertion query on the database verifying that
it is successful
if ($conn->query($sql) === TRUE) {
echo "se ha insertado un nuevo pedido en la base de
datos.<br/><br/>";
} else {
echo "Error: " . $sql . "<br>" . $conn->error;
}

In the account of the PO sink, a little bell will appear above the "Pending Actions" button
and he will be able to accept or not this new flow of information between them.
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In a file apart we create the logic that if a new cpdna has been created, the PO sink
will receive the notification through a little bell.
$sql= "SELECT * FROM cpdna WHERE ((Source_Id = $id OR Sink_Id = $id)
AND State = '0' AND Creator_Id != $id) OR ((Source_Id = $id OR
Sink_Id = $id) AND State = '2' AND Eliminator_Id != $id)";
$result = $conn->query($sql);
if ($result->num_rows > 0) {
$any_pending_actions = TRUE;
}
else{
$any_pending_actions = FALSE;
}

In the main code file:
<script>
$(document).ready(function() {
if(<?php echo $any_pending_actions; ?>){
$('#alerta').removeClass('hidden');
}
});
</script>

The button for “Pending Actions” is declared with “alerta” class:
<li><a href="/irenedm/index.php?page=pending_actions"
id="parent">Pending Actions<i class="material-icons alerta hidden"
id= "alerta">&#xe003;</i></a></li>

“Alerta” is a class in css that places the bell just at the top of “Pending Actions”:
.alerta {
position: absolute;
left: 115px;
bottom: 15px;
z-index: -1;
}

In this way, we make sure that the two parties agree to begin the CPDnA. After that,
the new relationship will materialize in the graphic network.
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7.4.2 CPDNA REMOVAL
When a Process Owner wants to remove a CPDnA from the network, either because
it has already been moved to the Action phase or because it has been decided that it
is no longer part of our Lean methodology, it will be possible to delete it with the
permission of both PO sink and PO source.
You can request a removal request to the PO on the other side of the CPDnA from "My
CPDnA's" by clicking the cross that appears in the row of each CPDnA. At that
moment, the PO will appear a "Pending Action" with the appearance of the bell. You
can click "Remove CPDnA" and end this communication. It will disappear from the list
of CPDnA, the network and the database as well.

This action will therefore be performed through an UPDATE of the database:
$idCpdna = isset($_GET['id']) ? $_GET['id'] : 'Not id foud';
$sql= "UPDATE cpdna SET State = '2', Eliminator_Id = $iduser WHERE Id
= $idCpdna";
// We perform the insertion query on the database verifying that
it is successful
if ($conn->query($sql) === TRUE) {
echo "CPDnA has been removed<br/><br/>";
} else {
echo "Error: " . $sql . "<br>" . $conn->error;
}
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7.4.1 CPDNA LIST
In order for the information to reach a greater degree of expansion, all CPDnAs of the
organization will be listed in the “General CPDnA list” in the main menu.

echo '<tr>
<td><a
href="/irenedm/index.php?page=cpdna_consulta&id='.$row["Id"].'">'.$ro
w["Description"].'</td>
<td><a
href="/irenedm/index.php?page=po_consulta&id='.$auxIdSource.'">'.$aux
NameSource.'</td>
<td><a
href="/irenedm/index.php?page=po_consulta&id='.$auxIdSink.'">'.$auxNa
meSink.'</td><td>'.$row["Last_Kpi"].'</td><td>'.$date.'</td><td>';

If the process owner who is logged is responsible for any of them, then for those, the
edit and delete buttons will appear.
if($id == $auxIdSource OR $id == $auxIdSink){
echo '<a
href="/irenedm/index.php?page=cpdna_index"><img
src="img/pencil-edit.png" style="width: 20px; paddingright:15px"></a>
<a onclick="return checkDelete()"
href="/irenedm/php/eliminar_cpdna.php?id='.$row["Id"].'"><img
src="img/cross.png" style="width: 20px"></a>';
}
echo '</td></tr>';
}
echo "</table>";
} else {
echo "0 results";
}
?>
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
From what I have been able to appreciate after conducting research in papers and
multiple engineering journals, is that the researchers who are dedicated to the field
of Lean, the improvement of processes within a company and the strategic direction of
an organization, provide a lot of theoretical material and conceptualizations. However,
there is a long way to go if we want these theories to come to life and apply to reality.
Support by the new technologies is necessary to materialize the concepts of Lean and
Hoshin Kanri within the Interproccess Communication.
Process standardization is a key factor in improving the performance of an
organization's activities and competitiveness. This standardization can be done
through a common framework, the CPDnA, which has resulted in several studies
being successful in improving the efficiency of organizations (Villalba-Diez & OrdieresMere, 2015).
A complex network of process owners and links (CPDnA) has been dynamically
represented in a web environment, which I believe is a powerful and accessible tool
for both data visualization and process management.

8.1 MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS
After this work the main contributions I have made are the following:


Research and subsequent elaboration of a State of the Art in which
numerous studies and articles of researchers are collected which are related to
fields such as Hoshin Kanri, the complexity of networks and the management
of processes within complex holonic systems.



The structure of a database that will serve to create the web page.



The development of a web page from scratch, in which users, in this case
process owners, can access through their user a custom environment for them.
Within that environment, they are able to visually view communication
processes through a network of nodes and links. They can also request a new
CPDnA communication and register them. Also, they will be able to see the
history of this network in order to know all the changes and their evolution
through the time.
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8.2 FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
The conclusions obtained in this work give rise to a series of possible developments in
the future that would add value and improve the functionalities of the web page.

8.2.1 SHORT TERM FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
In the short term, some of the improvements that are proposed are:


Include in the database the department and the position to which each process
owner belongs and be able to filter through these fields to find POs more quickly
and efficiently.



Each process owner sees only two levels above and two levels below the
CPDnA's and not the entire network.



Achieve a better visualization of the network through a layer model by the
classification of CPDnAs by value streams.



Extract from the network data such as AVL or clustering, to know the shorter
paths between two process owners or the degree of cluster in the network.

8.2.2 LONG TERM FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
In the long term, larger changes could be made, such as the following:


Make the website an application in the "cloud", so that the data is updated in
real time and within reach of a mobile, computer or tablet of the process owners.



Use leading technologies in web programming such as AJAX, so that only part
of the web page is updated and you do not have to refresh the entire page by
changing the date of display.
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9 PLANNING AND BUDGET
This section will explain in detail all aspects concerning the management of the present
work. Likewise, the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS), the Gantt Diagram and the
budget necessary to carry out this project are presented.
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9.1 WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE (WBS)
HOSHIN
KANRI IT
TOOL

Project
Selection

Training in IT
Technologies

Information
Gathering

Website
development

1

2

3

4

Technical
report
development
5

Search for a
project
1.1

Admission
1.2

HTML

Search for
papers and
magazines

2.1
3.1

Javascript and
vis.js
2.2

Compilation of
documentation
and references
3.2

Project planning

PHP

State of art

1.3

2.3

3.3

Kick-off meeting
with professors
1.4

Analysis of the
needs

Motivation and
goals

4.1

5.1

Initial design of
the website

Description of
website features

4.2

5.2

HTML and
Javascript code

Conclusions and
future
developments

4.3

5.3

MySQL

Creation of the
database

2.4

4.4

5.4

PHP functions
and connection
to database

Closeout

Budget and
planning

5.5
4.5
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9.2 GANTT DIAGRAM
1-9-16

PROJECT SELECTION
Search for a project
Admission
Project planning
Kick-off
TRAINING IN IT TECHNOLOGIES

HTML
JAVASCRIPT
PHP
MYSQL
INFORMATION GATHERING

Search: papers magazines
Compilation
State of art
WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT
Needs analysis
Initial design
HTML and JS code
Creation of database
PHP and database
TECHNICAL REPORT
Motivation and goals
Website features

Conclusions
Budget and Planning
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21-10-16

10-12-16

29-1-17

20-3-17

9-5-17

28-6-17
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Task Name

Start Date

End Date

Duration
(Days)

PROJECT SELECTION

15/09/2016

29/10/2016

44

Search for a project

15/09/2016

30/09/2016

15

Admission

01/10/2016

08/10/2016

7

Project planning

09/10/2016

24/10/2016

15

Kick-off

24/10/2016

29/10/2016

5

TRAINING IN IT TECHNOLOGIES

01/11/2016

30/01/2017

90

HTML

01/11/2016

01/12/2016

30

JAVASCRIPT

01/12/2016

31/12/2016

30

PHP

31/12/2016

30/01/2017

30

MYSQL

31/12/2016

30/01/2017

30

INFORMATION GATHERING

01/01/2017

17/03/2017

75

Search: papers magazines

01/01/2017

31/01/2017

30

Compilation

22/01/2017

06/02/2017

15

State of art

15/02/2017

17/03/2017

30

WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT

22/01/2017

24/05/2017

122

Needs analysis

22/01/2017

29/01/2017

7

Initial design

25/01/2017

09/02/2017

15

HTML and JS code

04/02/2017

15/05/2017

100

Creation of database

04/02/2017

15/05/2017

100

PHP and database

04/02/2017

15/05/2017

100

TECHNICAL REPORT

10/05/2017

05/07/2017

56

Motivation and goals

10/05/2017

20/05/2017

10

Website features

15/05/2017

30/05/2017

15

Conclusions

05/06/2017

25/06/2017

20

Budget and Planning

25/06/2017

05/07/2017

10

TOTAL
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9.3 BUDGET
To analyze the budget of this project there have been determined all those concepts
that apply an addition over the total cost. However, some of the necessary resources
or services have also been introduced which, although they have not had a final impact
on the cost, could have it in another context. These cases will be quoted indicating
their gratuity or their assignment of use.
Doing this type of analysis is interesting in order to be able to qualitatively consider the
resources that have been used and the potential cost to be repeated in other
conditions.
Due to the practical nature of this project, the budget should be broken down into the
cost of equipment and electronic equipment for the development of the software, the
budget of the human workload, the courses received and the general costs. The
budgets have been divided as follows:
o Courses
o Human workload budget
o Material and computer equipment
o General expenses
The main cost of the work corresponds to the services performed by the executor.
To this cost must be added the cost corresponding to the specific training received
for the proper performance of the scheduled tasks. However in this case the cost
associated with the courses received is null.

Course
Javacrispt and web design course

Cost
Free

Workload
280 hours (31€ per hour)

Cost
8.680 €

The work consists of a research and development of computer technologies, therefore
it has not been necessary to use or acquire construction materials and tools, used if
not for the construction of models or prototypes oriented to execute tests.
The following electronic devices have been used for the realization of this project:
Ítem
Vaio i7

Cost
800 €

For the execution of the work a multitude of software applications have been used,
which as we see in the table below. Sometimes they suppose a real cost for the project
and others are free use.
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Some of them could be used under the assignment of academic licenses, which would
be an extra cost for the project to be used in a professional environment by engineers
who do not enjoy these privileges.

The following are some of the most relevant cost for the tools for the project:

Software

Cost

Windows home 10

100 €

Microsoft Office Home and Business 189 €
2013
Wamp server
Free
To carry out the project it has also been necessary to pay a tuition to the university and
to bind and to print the work, which have been classified as general expenses.

General expenses

Cost

Tuition (12 ECTS)

396 €

Work bound

42 €

Work print

18 €

In this way, the total budget for the project is:
PROJECT BUDGET
Workload and courses
Material and software
General expenses
TOTAL

Cost
8.680,00 €
1.089,00 €
456,00 €
10.225,00 €

The total budget of the project for the conditions described above is therefore 10.255
€ to which we must subsequently apply the industrial profit of 14% (Subtotal). Once
done, 21% VAT will be applied to obtain the final budget.
Subtotal: 11.656,5 €
Total budget: 14104,36 €
The total budget for this project amounts to fourteen thousand one hundrer four with
thirty six cents.
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